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RAM™ Night Sights
XS RAM (RadioActive Material) Night Sights feature a
traditional 3-dot tritium, notch and post sight picture.
The rear is blacked out to increase contrast against
the front sight. RAM sights are the brightest 3-dot
option for fast and accurate shooting in bright and
low light.
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2FASTEST SIGHTS IN ANY LIGHT™

OR 2020!

XTI  2 Ember 
Offset Iron Sights
XS XTI2 sights are a close-quarters, secondary
sighting solution for a fast sight transition from a
magnified primary optic. The straight-line express
sight picture makes XTI2's ideal for rapid sight
acquisition and close target shooting.
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4FASTEST SIGHTS IN ANY LIGHT™

Available for these brands:

XS RAM Night Sights feature a traditional 3-dot tritium, notch and
post sight picture. The rear is blacked out to increase contrast
against the front sight. The front is available in orange or green and
is equipped with our Ember Glow Dot Technology. Ember absorbs
ambient light and glows in low light. The front tritium lamp charges
the Ember dot making the front sight glow brighter than the rear,
keeping focus down range. RAM sights are the brightest options for
fast and accurate shooting in bright and low light.

Bright Light Low Light

Front Blade Width 0.145"  |     Notch Width 0.170"
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XS XTI2 sights are a 45° offset, secondary sighting solution for a fast sight transition
from a magnified primary optic. XTI2 sights reduce target engagement time and
eliminate magnification adjustment. Our second generation XTI’s feature taller bases
for easy sight alignment, without having to break a standard cheek weld. Additionally,
the base angle has been increased to accommodate wider lens optics. The front sight
measures 0.140" wide and now feature an Orange Ember Glow Dot. The straight-line
express sight picture makes XTI2's ideal for rapid sight acquisition and close target
shooting.

XTI  2 Ember
Offset Iron Sights

Gen 1 vs. Gen 2

® ® 
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XTI2 Ember 
Offset Iron Sights

Life Time Warranty: 
No Questions Asked Sight
Warranty

6061 T6 Aluminum 
Bases: Keeps rifle

 weight as 
light as possible

Fully Ambidextrous: 
Front and rear sight 

can be rotated for left
handed shooting 

Easy Bolt on Installation:
Top rail installation

 allows for fitment on all
optic ready AR-15 rifles

Ember Glow Dot:
Photoluminescent
dot absorbs ambient light
and glows in shadows and
low light settings

Driftable rear sight: 
Allows for easy 

windage adjustability

High-Contrast Color Front
Sight:  Highly visible orange
for bright light shooting



DXT2® BIG DOT 
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XS DXT2 Big Dot Night Sights offer the best front sight visibility in all
lighting conditions. DXT2 Big Dot sights drive focus to the front sight
using a high contrast front and V-notch rear for an unobstructed view of
the front sight. DXT2 Big Dot front sights use our Ember   Glow Dot
Technology that absorbs light and glows in low light levels before it is
dark enough to see the tritium. The dot-the-i sight picture prevents
confusing the front and rear sights in high-stress situations.

Large front sight improves
speed of front sight
acquisition

High-contrast convex dot
provides maximum visibility
in bright to low light

Glow Dot absorbs light and
glows in low light levels

Low-profile V provides
unobstructed view of

front sight

White outline aids in rear
sight identification for

proper sight alignment

Straight line sight picture
prevents shooters from

confusing the front 
and rear sights

Front Width 0.188"  

® 
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 NIGHT SIGHTS

Available for these brands:



F8® 
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Tritium Powered Front &
Rear: Glows in low light to
aid in sight alignment

Glow Dot:  Absorbs light and
glows in low 
light levels

Rear Sight Ledge:
Aids in one-handed
slide manipulations

Overhung Rear Sight:
Reduces rear sight glare

 in bright daylight for
greater sight definition

Wide Rear Sight Gap:
Increases the amount of

light around the front
 sight for greater visibility

 in low light

Colored Front Sight Ring:
Highly visible orange ring
designed for maximum
visibility in bright to 
low light levels

Front Blade Width 0.160"                                                Notch Width 0.190"
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Night Sights

Available for 
these brands:

F8 Night Sights are designed to increase front
sight focus by using a large, high-contrast front
sight for fast sight acquisition. Paired with a
wide notch rear sight to allow greater visibility
of the front sight in decreasing light levels, XS F8
Night Sights give you the best notch and post
sight solution for fast sight acquisition. 



Ember® Night Sights
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.38 SPL / .357 Mag

9mm / .22 LR / .22 WMR / .327 FED Mag

Remington    870™ Pedestal Base Barrel

Mosberg and other Plain Barrels

Optic Yellow

Ember®Big Dot®

Ember Night Sights offer the glow capability of night
sights in the dark and the high visibility of fiber-optic
sights in bright light. Our glow dot absorbs, stores and
uses light energy to excite the dot's photoluminescent
properties, enabling it to glow for many hours. 

Ember®Standard Dot®

Available in Optic Orange and Optic Yellow for
these models:

Available in Optic Orange and Optic Yellow for
these models:

Optic Orange

  for Ruger LCR & Shotgun

® 
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Big Dot® Tritium Shotgun Beads

Remington    870™ Pedestal Base Barrel

Mosberg and other Plain Barrels

Available in Optic Orange and Optic Yellow for
these models:

All the benefits of XS Ember Night Sights with
a self-illuminating tritium center.

® 



DXT® Big Dot Night Sights
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Big, easy-to-see front sights! DXT Big Dots use a large front sight for easy
visibility in low light and in stressful situations. Our express sight system
utilizes are V-Notch rear sight that provides an unobstructed view of the
front sight, along with a greater field of view downrange. The dot-the-"i" sight
picture prevents mixing up the front and rear sight in high-stress situations. 

Large front sight improves
speed of front sight
acquisition

Convex dot maximizes
visible surface area

White dot reflects light for
best visibility in low light

Snag-free design for
comfortable carry

Prevents obstruction 
of front sight 
when moving

Tritium rear 
aids in proper 

sight alignment 
in low light

Available in 
non-tritium rear

White Excels in bright 
and mid-light levels
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Which sight option is best for you?

DXT vs. DXW

Big Dot vs. Standard Dot

DXW (Defensive Express White Rear)
Tritium-powered front and a white stripe rear sight allow for

greater visibility in bright light and quickly changing light
conditions. DXW is ideal for target shooting and shooters who are
color blind or have trouble seeing fine details. Since the rear sight

uses white, it maintains visibility well in low light and remains a
great defensive option.

DXT (Defensive Express Tritium)
Tritium-powered front and rear sight allows for easy sight

alignment in low light conditions. DXT is ideal for carry pistols and
home defense, considering most altercations happen at night.

Big Dot
The larger surface area of the big dot allows shooters to index the
front sight faster and get rounds down range faster. The oversized
white dot leads the market in low light visibility. The larger surface
area allows for more ambient light to be reflected to the shooters
eye. The big dot is ideal for defensive shooting where a
lethal/reliable shot is needed as fast as possible.
Front Sight Width - 0.188"

Standard Dot
Our standard dot is 30% smaller than our Big Dot, but still larger
than the industry average. The standard dot offers more precise
shot placement while remaining a solid defensive option.
Front Sight Width - 0.140"



Lever Action / Bolt Action Rifle
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American-made iron sights and scope mounts on an American-
made rifle! Our lever Rail   features a full-length Picatinny rail
built to accept any style optic. Our Lever Scout Rail   features a
shorter Picatinny rail for forward-mounted scout scopes while
allowing the use of any receiver-mounted rear sight. Both rail
options are built out of lightweight aluminum and require no
gunsmithing for installation.

® 

® 



Iron Sights and Scope Mounts
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XS® Lever Rail® XS® Lever Scout Rail®

Ruger® Gunsite® Scout 

Rifle Rail with Ghost Ring

7/32-40 Threaded 

Ghost Ring Aperture

Installation kit Included

Features

Forward-mounted Picatinny rail for any
style optic
Hard anodized aluminum

Full-length Picatinny rail for any style optic

Hard anodized aluminum

Features

Installation kit Included

Full-length Picatinny rail for any style optic

Fully adjustable 0.150" Inner Diameter rear
aperture integrated into rail

Features

Installation kit Included

Available for receiver-mount rifles

Available for XS Lever Rail Mounts

Features

Machined from 1144 stress proof steel



AR-15 Iron Sights
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AK-47 Sights

AR Mil-Spec

Tritium front sight with CSAT 
AR-3001-7

XTI2™ Xpress Threat 
Interdiction

DXS Standard Dot
AR-0008-1N

AK

AK-2001-6

AKM

AK-3003-3
AK

AK-3003-4

AR Mil-Spec

Tritium front sight with CSAT GRA set
AR-0005-7

Flip-up Sights - Tritium

Stripe

XTI2™ DXS

Standard Dot

Tritium Stripe Front 

 

DXW® Big Dot DXW® Standard Dot 

Tritium Vertical Front

Stripe Post

New!



Tools & Gear
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Vent Rib Shotgun

Fits Remington   and Benelli  
Shotguns 
SG-3001-4
 

Remington   870

Ghost Ring & Banded Standard
 Dot Tritium front
RE-4001R-4

Remington   Rifles & Shotguns

2-groove rear sight base 
RE-0006-5

Shotgun Sights

DXW® Standard Dot Shotrail

DXT® Big Dot

Armorer's Block XS® Bore Guide Dovetail Gauge

Provides versatility to work on
any AR pattern upper
receivers: AR-15, AR-10, SR25,
or DMPS GII.

Fits 300 BLKOUT ARs. Get precise measurements on
dovetails of sights and dovetail
cuts on barrels or receivers
without distortion.

Ideal for hunting and
competitive shooting.

Increases precision at mid-
range; ideal for 3-gun and
other multi-distance purposes.

Provides intuitive sight
alignment for accurate shot
placement at a distance.

for AR platforms for DPMS GII 308

® ® 

® ®



GLOW DOT TECHNOLOGY
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The Next Step In Night Sight Innovation Is Here

Our RAM, DXT2, and F8 Night Sights are equipped with our
patent-pending Ember   Glow Dot. In bright light, the
Ember Glow Dot is visible with high-contrast color options.
When exposed to light, the dot absorbs and stores the
energy. In low light, the photoluminescent properties will
cause the dot to glow for many hours -- providing a bigger
brighter front sight when seconds count.

When exposed to ambient light, our 
Glow Dot is the brightest sight on the market.BRIGHTER

Test-fired for more than 25,000 rounds.STRONGER

High contrast-color front sight allows the eye
to catch the front sight faster in bright light
and low light.

FASTER

®



YOU'VE GOT COLOR OPTIONS

Optic

Orange

DXT2 Night Sights

 RAM Night Sights

Peak

Charge

15 Minutes

Later

2 Hours

Later

Green

Optic

Yellow

Sunlight: 10-Second Charge

Available for these

night sight models:

DXT2, F8 &  RAM

Night Sights 
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XS RAM Night Sights are available in two colors: Green and Orange.
Green glows the best in low light and has a higher glow intensity.
Orange contrasts the best in bright light and offers a high glow intensity. 

XS DXT2 Big Dot Night Sights are available in two colors: Optic Orange™
and Optic Yellow™. Optic Orange contrasts the best in bright light and
offers a high glow intensity. Optic Yellow glows the best in low light and
has the highest glow intensity of all color options. The increased surface
area of the convex dot increases light absorption, intensifying the glow
properties of the dot. 



Express Sight Alignment
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Notch & Post Sight Alignment

Close Range

(15 yards and in)
Point of impact = within the dot

Extended Range

(25 yards and out)
Point on impact = top of dot

DXT2®/ DXT® / DXW® Night Sights

RAM® / F8® Night Sights

The entire dot 
must be visible over
the shallow V.

(25 yards and in)

Align Align

Align



Supporting the 2A Community
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At XS Sights, we strive to support our community, veterans, and the Second
Amendment. We are a small second-generation family-owned business that
loves firearms, manufacturing, and people. 

In 2019, XS sponsored and participated in over 200 shooting competitions and have
proudly been a part of Honored American Veterans Afield for over 6 years!

Thank you to all of our military service members, police
officers, and veterans for protecting our freedom.

Over the last year, our team has been busy training, learning new skills, and
pursuing continuous improvement. Thank you to our training partners at
Gunsite, Thunder Ranch, Tactical Response, and Surefire Institute.
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2405 Ludelle St.

Fort Worth, Texas 76105

888-744-4880
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